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Abstract
A high level of criminality has caused several issues in upholding the criminal code. The issues include things that are related to the effective ways to tackle criminality, criminal cases accumulation, and over-capacity issue. These issues need a proper handle immediately. One of the resolution mechanisms of criminal cases is by using the restorative justice approach, namely penal mediation. This research is to analyze the penal mediation construction in Indonesia and its role as an attempt of criminal case policy as the update of Indonesian criminal law. This research conducted a normative juridical analysis of a variety of legislation and crime prevention theories. Penal mediation is an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) outside the court which commonly applies to civil cases. Unlike the juvenile criminal justice system, the positive criminal law in Indonesia cannot resolve the criminal cases outside the court; nevertheless, certain cases make it possible to have it settled outside the court. Apart from that, as a discrete, Indonesian law enforcement also settles some criminal cases outside the court. For civil cases, the mediation usually in the case relate to finance issues, as for criminal case, it is more on freedom and life of an individual. Mediation for civil cases is usually directly among parties of the dispute, or the second party of interest. As for criminal cases, the parties are more complex which include the actors, victims, but also the prosecutor and public.

Abstrak
INTRODUCTION

The increase rate of the criminal act does not only occur in Indonesia. Law enforcement has conducted many attempts to overcome the issues, yet the efforts only occur in the courtroom. For the juvenile criminal justice system, there has been case settlement outside the courtroom, namely diversion. It is an effort to achieve the goal of restorative justice as a way to resolve issues outside the courtroom by involving the victim and the victim’s family.  

The application of restorative justice in the criminal case system is in line with the Declaration of the United Nations the year 2000 on the Basic Principles on the Use of Restorative Justice Program in Criminal Matters. This principles suggest the utilization of restorative justice widely within the criminal matter court system. The declaration marked a strong recommendation in applying restorative justice. The Vienna Declaration on Crime and Justice also strengthens the urge to apply restorative justice.

Article 27 of the declaration says: We decided to introduce action plans to support crime victims in national, regional, and international scale on the form of mediation and restorative justice mechanisms. We established the year 2002 as the target year for countries members to review relevant practices that can undergo further improvement to support buffering services for the victims. We also start awareness campaigns towards victims’ right and to consider the funding enactment for victims and to develop victims’ protection policies. Article 28 states: We encourage the development of restorative justice policies procedures and programs that are respectful of the rights, needs, and interests of victims, offenders, communities, and all other parties.

The two declarations prove that the justice crime system must start to maximize the efficiency of the restorative justice system. Indonesia has applied restorative justice in the juvenile criminal justice system. Regulatin Number 11 the year 2012 states in the Juvenile Court that restorative justice is the criminal matter dispute settlement by involving the perpetrators, victims, family of victim/perpetrator, and other related parties to settle a fair and just agreement by emphasizing to the normal situation instead of the act of revenge. As restorative justice uses diversion, it diverts juvenile cases from the courtroom to the non-court process. Diversion between the victims and perpetrator aims at peace arrangement, resolving juvenile crime cases out of the courtroom, avoiding children from losing their freedom, supporting the society to have active participation, and embedding the sense of responsibility within the children.

As a consideration, diversion is a resolution attempt whose final goal is to achieve a win-win-solution agreement. In line with diversion, penal mediation is a resolution attempt that involves the victim and victim’s family. Penal mediation is also known as mediation in criminal cases, mediation in penal matters, victim offenders mediation, offender victim arrangement (British), strafbemiddeling (Dutch), der AuBergerichtliche Tatausgleich (German), de mediation penale (France). In principle, penal mediation is a form of alternative dispute resolution, which is a common practice for civil cases justice system. Apart from the juvenile justice system, Indonesian positive crime justice cannot take the non-courtroom resolution, even though there are several cases as an exception. Nevertheless, in practice, Indonesian law enforcement often settles particular crime resolutions through reconciliation, tribal council, and other similar mechanisms.
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Since there is no legal stand for reconciliation although there has been resolution informally through tribal council, the positive law must still prevail. The consequence of penal mediation application as an alternative dispute resolution for crime cases through restitution shows that there is no significant difference between criminal and civil cases; and that the difference does not have any bonded function.

In theory and practice, penal mediation is new in the court system. Nevertheless, to consider the increase in the Indonesian criminal level, penal mediation has significant impact on the handling system of crime action through judiciary system. The high level of criminal acts in Indonesia has become a significant issue in the implementation of criminal cases. Besides, the stigma attached to a former prisoner also needs particular attention, for it may cause a non-positive effect that eventually turn the individual into becoming a recidivist. The judge verdict that tends to choose imprisonment has caused the overcapacity in prisons. With all existing issues, there is a need to take efforts in resolving criminal cases which can minimize the negative effects during the trial.

Penal mediation is a breakthrough in law by law enforcement by referring to the Restorative Justice approach. The application of penal mediation is to consider the purpose of reconciliation the victim and perpetrator through mediation, settling cases, also to return and repair the damage and loss due to the criminal case. Thus, the mediation can unite both families of the victim and perpetrator, or by take into community leaders to find the best resolution.

Based on the background, the writer wanted to examine the penal mediation functions to overcome criminal case as a breakthrough in criminal case jurisdiction.

RESEARCH METHODS

The method used in this paper is the normative legal research method. Normative legal research is research with a literature study through an approach based on the main legal material by examining theories, concepts of legal principles, norms, rules of legislation, and court decisions. In this study three types of approaches were carried out, namely the conceptual.

DISCUSSION

Penal Mediation as an Alternative Dispute Resolution

Criminal case settlement through criminal judiciary is a small part of the thorough handling. The Criminal Court System attempts in the form of penal effort has the Criminal Case Regulation as the legal framework; besides that, the dispute settlement outside the courtroom emphasizes the cause of criminal acts. All these criminal countermeasures derive from criminal politics (Crime Eradication Policie). The Indonesian issue of crime eradication policies has become a significant discussion matter; whereas all criminal cases still focus on the litigation system that end up at the court. In a more in-depth study, penal provision has a weak effect towards the criminal...
eradication efforts, primarily when it refers to a minor felony and misdemeanour. Therefore, the negative effect of the judiciary process is more significant than the purpose of sentence confinement.  

As stated before, sentence confinement has negative impact, such as enable the prisoners to exchange information and experience inside the prison about their crime. Besides that, the stigma of a former prisoner is often unacceptable in society. Therefore, the situation opens a chance to increase the rate of recidivism as the society cannot accept former prisoners in the community. The overcapacity in many prisons all over Indonesia also encourages the application of penal mediation. Therefore, dispute resolution outside the litigation can be a proper choice to overcome the issues in the judiciary system, especially for the minor felony and misdemeanour; the alternative of which is in the form of penal mediation.  

The criminal case judicature has reached the restorative justice that requires efforts to have it realized; one of the ways is through penal mediation. The Criminal Law System has improved in its practice by prioritizing the restorative justice. In restorative justice, criminal law regulation aims to achieve fairness in improvement and restoration after the crime occurred. Restorative justice is different from retributive and restitutive justice. The retributive justice emphasises more on the punishment. On the other hand, restitutive justice focuses more on compensation. Therefore, restorative justice wants to introduce and develop a relationship between the perpetrator and the victim. According to Muladi, restorative model has several characteristics in detail, namely:

1. Crime is defined as a violation of the others and recognized as a conflict.
2. The focus on solving the problem of accountability and liability in future
3. The nature of normative built on the basis of dialogue and negotiation
4. Restitution as a means of improving the parties, reconciliation and restoration as the primary goal.
5. Justice formulated as relations rights, assessed on the basis of the results.
6. Target attention to the improvement of social disadvantage.
7. Community is a facilitator in the process of restorative.
8. The role of the victim and the perpetrator is recognized, both in the problem as well as the completion of the rights and needs of victims. Criminals are encouraged to be responsible
9. Accountability offender is defined as understanding the impact of the action and to help decide the best.
10. Crime thoroughly understood in the context of the moral, social and economic, and
11. Stigma can be removed through a restorative action

For more obvious explanation, the United Nations Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention mentions that restorative justice is a new term used for the existing concept. The restorative justice approach existed in the conflict resolution among parties and peace recovery in society. The application of restorative justice is to replace the retributive or rehabilitation approach that no longer provides a satisfying result. Therefore, there is a high drive to switch to restorative  

---

justice. The approach framework of restorative justice involves the perpetrator, victim, and society to create fairness between perpetrator and victim.\footnote{13}

**Urgency Penal Mediation as an Alternative Dispute Resolution for Indonesian Criminal Code**

As per regulation, penal mediation in Indonesia is still attached to the dispute resolution process of the civil court case. On the other hand, criminal law juridically does not set in concrete about the penal mediation. Nevertheless, the juvenile criminal court system already applies the penal mediation, which is known as diversion mechanism. Diversion is a dispute resolution process switch from the courtroom to the non-courtroom by reconciling the victim and family with the perpetrator and the family for a mediation. The criminal case law, theoretically, does not regulate penal mediation. There is conventional thought that criminal cases cannot be settled outside the courtroom. Still, in practice, the penal mediation is often the proper choice to resolve issue through the police discrete in handling the minor felony and demeanour.\footnote{14}

Penal mediation is known as mediation in criminal cases, mediation in penal matters, victim offenders mediation, offender victim arrangement (British), strafbewiddeling (Dutch), der AuBergerichtliche Tatausgleich (Germany), de mediation penale (French). Penal mediation is a new dimension both for theoretical and practice. From the practical point of view, the penal mediation relates to the law practice achievement. Gradually, there is a significant increase in the volume of the case, both in the form and variant. As a consequence, it gives a particular load for the court in examining and settle the case in accordance to the simple law, the process of which requires a low budget and fast settlement without forfeiting the juridical purpose which includes the law certainty, benefit, and justice.\footnote{15}

Principally, penal mediation is one of the Alternatives of Dispute Resolution (ADR) commonly used in civil cases. In this case, the ADR is settled in Regulation Number 30 the year 1999 on Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution. The ADR also relates to copyright and intellectual property, labour, business competition, consumer protection, environment, etc. In the Indonesian criminal law system, the case must be settled in the courtroom, yet in practice, some cases that have non-courtroom settlement. The settlement is usually through the discrete by law enforcement, peace mechanism, tribal council, etc. The arrangement does not have a formal stand yet. In practice, the legal stand for penal mediation comes from the police discrete. The Republic of Indonesia National Police issued a Letter of the National Police Chief of Indonesia No. Pol: B/3022/XII/2009/SDE.OPS dated December 14, 2009, on the Case Settlement through Alternatice Dispute Resolution (ADR), which emphasises on the settelement criminal cases using ADR with the approval of related parties.\footnote{16}

Through the letter of the Police Chief of the Republic of Indonesia, law enforcement has the authority to conduct non-bonding penal mediation since it is not the law regulation. In addition to the National Police Chief's Letter, other conditions that allow for settlement with the ADR system are, among others, in the case of offences committed in the form of violations that are threatened with only criminal fines. In article 82 of KUHP, - 4 the right to prosecute effaces if the defendant

\footnotesize
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pays the fine at maximum cost for the misconduct and other expenses due to the prosecution. The stipulation in the article is known as *afkoop* or reconciliation fine, which may release the prosecution. According to Mudzakkir, there are benchmark and scope of cases to settle outside the courtroom by penal mediation, namely:

1. The violations of criminal which belong to offence warranting complaint category, both absolute and relative.
2. The violation has criminal fines, and the perpetrator has fulfilled it.
3. The act belongs to “violation category” instead of “felony” that only subject to criminal fines.
4. The violation is in the field of administrative with criminal convicted as the ultimum remedium.
5. The criminal violation is a minor felony/demeanour. and law enforcement applies its discrete authority.
6. Criminal violation process stops (*deponir*) by the attorney general per the statutory.
7. The criminal violation is against the customary law whose settlement is according to the tribal council regulation.

Penal mediation, as the alternative dispute resolution is necessary for several minor criminal felonies because:

1. It is expected to reduce cases accumulation at the court.
2. It is one of the processes of dispute resolution, which is faster, cheaper and simple.
3. It can provide more extensive access to all disputed parties to achieve justice.
4. It strengthens and maximizes the court function and dispute resolution besides the sentence of the verdict.

According to Gunawan Widjaja, mediation consists of several elements namely:

1. Mediation is a dispute resolution on compliance-based through a negotiation.
2. The mediator functions to assist all disputed parties for resolution.
3. The mediator for the agreement process must be by approval of disputed parties.
4. The mediator does not have the authority to give the right to take any decision during the negotiation.
5. Mediation aims at producing conclusion and settlement accepted and approved by all disputed parties.

Mediation in criminal cases common occurs not only in Indonesia but also in other countries which is a form of resolution of criminal cases instead of civil cases only. The occurrence of international meetings has produced various international documents concerning mediation issue. The Penal Reform Conference in 1999 in London concluded that one of the key elements of a new agenda for penal reform is the need to enrich the formal judiciary system through the informal mechanism in the form dispute resolution in accordance to the human rights standards The conference also identify nine development strategies in renewing the criminal case:

---


1. Restorative Justice
2. Alternative dispute resolution
3. Informal justice
4. Alternative to custody
5. Alternative ways of dealing with juveniles
6. Dealing with Violent crime
7. Reducing the prison population
8. The Proper Management of Prisons
9. The role of civil society in penal reform

As a renewal, penal mediation is regulated in the Indonesian Criminal Code article 113 as follows:¹⁹

1) The investigator is entitled to stop the investigation if there is not enough evidence or that the incident is not a crime or the law closes the case.

2) The termination of an investigation as referred in article (1) is based on:
   a. judge’s verdict of pretrial by request of victim;
   b. the achievement of mediation between the victim and perpetrator.

3) The case that suitable for mediation resolution as per article (2) consists of:
   a. A minor felony/ demeanour;
   b. Crime offenses that are threatened with imprisonment for a maximum of 4 (four years);
   c. Crime actions that are threatened by paying fine;
   d. The perpetrator’s age is over 70 (seventy) years old upon the criminal act occured;
   e. The perpetrator has paid all the compensation of the case.
   The regulation as per article (3) of item d and e only prevails for crime act with 5 (five) years confinement sentence at a maximum verdict.

4) As per investigation termination stated in the article (3), the investigator must report to the supervisor.

5) Further regulation on the settlement procedure through mediation, as mentioned in the article (3), is following the Government Regulation.

The Crime Case Policies in overcoming the criminal acts through non-courtroom dispute resolution is, in practice, aims at achieving a win-win solution. According to Covey, a win-win solution can fulfill all disputed parties with fair benefits. A win-win solution is a framework that seeks mutual benefit in every interaction among people. The win-win solution means that all parties get benefits due to negotiation or agreement. By using a win-win solution, all parties are satisfied by the decision and subject to the agreement. The win-win solution principle views that life is a mutual relationship and cooperation. The existence of penal mediation is viewed from philosophical, social, and juridical perspectives. According to Lilik Mulyadi, from philosophical perspective, penal mediation always makes the win-win solution as the ultimate goal instead of giving benefit only to one of the disputed parties as to the formal law enforcement process. Penal

mediation gives fair benefit to all disputed parties. On the other hand, penal mediation functions to stabilize the situation and produce the best solution and settlement for the resolution.\(^{20}\)

This mediation implies that both sides, the victim and perpetrator, make a mutual deal, negotiation, and agreement to achieve the win-win solution. Besides, philosophically, penal mediation has positive implications such as a fast, simple agreement with a low-cost budget because there are less involved parties compared to the courtroom process using Criminal Case Judiciary System. Further, from the sociological perspective, the aspect has orientation for Indonesian society where its cultural life is based on kinship and negotiation for consensus in settling arisen issues. In short, the customary law system can settle the issues by using local wisdom, for it is a reflection of the first and fundamental law that exists within the people of Indonesia. From the juridical perspective, the penal mediation in the dimensions of state law is not well known and still leaves controversy among those who agreed and disagree with its application. The non-court dispute resolution does not have any legal standing, which often causes the legal process to continue at the court level even though there has been a settlement due to negotiation through the customary law mechanism.\(^{21}\)

Customary law-based penal mediation gives a good chance for criminal law policy in the future to pay more attention to the social values in the community. Criminal law policy on the termination of prosecution due to non-courtroom resolution also gives a chance for customary institutions in Indonesia to become an alternative of dispute resolution. In Memorandum Explanatory from the European Council No. R (99) 19 on Penal Mediation, there are six recommended forms as follows:\(^{22}\)

1. **Informal Mediation.**
   This model requires the Prosecutor, as the criminal justice personnel in the formal function, to invite all related parties to have an informal settlement with the purpose of terminating the charge upon agreement. This model also allows social workers or probation officers, as well as law enforcement and judge, to take part in the implementation.

2. **Traditional Village or Tribal Mooots.**
   This model suggests that all community members gather in resolving the criminal issue(s) within their society. There are several under-developed countries and rural areas that practice this settlement model. Traditional village or tribal moots gives many benefits to a wide range of people. This model has advanced western law and inspired many modern mediation programs. The modern mediation program often introduces various benefits from the tribal moots in forms that are adjustable to the modern social structure and individual rights according to the law.

3. **Victim-offender mediation**
   This model believes that the mediation between the victim and perpetrator is the most common idea in society. Victim-offender mediation involves many parties and an appointed mediator. There are many variations of this model. The mediator may come from formal functionaries, independent mediator, or a combination of both. This mediation can occur in each process, namely prosecution bias, law enforcement policy, crime prevention, and social welfare promotion.

---


sentence settlement, or after the sentence settlement. This model applies to all types of perpetrators such as juvenile crime cases, robbery, treacherous violence, theft, and also child offenders, novice offenders, but it also applies to heavy offenses and recidivism. This model is applied to all types of criminal offenses, some are specific to children, some are for certain types of criminal acts (for example shoplifting, robbery and acts of violence), and some are mainly aimed at child offenders, novice offenders, but there are also heavy offenses and even for recidivists.

4. Reparation Negotiation Program
This model is to measure the compensation to charge to the offender, and usually occurs during the court trial. This program does not relate to reconciliation among parties, yet it only about material recovery plans. According to this model, the criminal offender can be charged with a work program to enable in saving some funds to pay the compensation.

5. Community Panels Or Courts
This model is a program that aims at bending the criminal case within the courtroom and switches it to a more flexible and informal social procedure, which often include mediation or negotiation.

6. Family and Community Group Conferences
Australia and New Zealand have been developing this model, which involves social participation in the criminal court system. This model requires involvement from all related parties, namely the victim, offender, the family members of both sides, the community members, related enforcement (such as the police and judge of the juvenile case), and the support system of the victim. The offender and his/her family also must make a comprehensive agreement for the victim and is willing to help the offender from getting in to further issues.

**CONCLUSION**
Penal mediation is an effort to resolve criminal cases outside the courtroom. Theoretically, penal mediation in Indonesia does not yet have any legal standing because of the diversity in the law system. In practice, penal mediation applies to the settelement of the criminal case. The fact that the mediation is usually for civil cases settlement, yet in practice, it also applies to the criminal case by the assistant of law enforcement discrete. Therefore, penal mediation as a breakthrough of the criminal law system in Indonesia requires a comprehensive discussion to handle criminal cases.
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